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This special issue of Psychology, Evolution & Gender explores the origins 
of male homosexuality. This is perhaps the most controversial area of sexu-
ality research and one fraught with religious, cultural, personal, legal and
methodological taboos; and differences of opinion as to what is perceived
as rigorous research across the theoretical divide that our journal addresses.
Both normal sexuality, and perceived deviations from the norm, have
become a lot less certain over the last few decades as our understanding
grows about the sheer diversity of sexual expression contained within the
label ‘heterosexual’. Perceived deviations now seem more like way points
along a continuum of sexual experience that encloses our species’ sexual
repertoire. That many men having homosexual experiences as part of their
development was deeply disturbing to the mid-twentieth century, does 
not disguise that similar studies report similar findings at the end of 
the millennium. Kinsey (Kinsey, Pomeroy and Martin 1948) may have
lifted the lid on the realities of human sexual experience but a half-century
of further research merely confirms how plastic our sexuality really is.
Understanding why we behave as we do in this most intimate quadrant of
the human experience is perhaps one of the quickest routes to understanding
ourselves. If nothing else, such investigations will weaken established sexual
prejudices. 

Why study male homosexuality though? If you accept that human sexual
orientation is diverse and variable and above all plastic, then there is a certain
sympathy for Murphy’s view:

It is hard to see that there is any . . . reason to study the origins of
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behavior that is morally, medically, psychologically (and perhaps even
religiously) aproblematic. Where after all, are the psychological and
physiological accounts of devoted and monogamous spouses? Where
are the hormonal studies of dedicated scientists? Where are the
evolutionary accounts of fervent patriots, saints and heroes? That no
one is interested in the causes of these behaviors suggests that it is
anything which but a disinterested desire to know that guides the
hands of scienti� c research and grant foundations.

(Murphy 1990: 134)

Notwithstanding Murphy’s disquiet there is a real puzzle here and it goes to
the heart of sexuality as no sex equals no children. While sex has more
purposes than reproduction, begetting offspring is the ultimate end game
– a relationship more clearly understood in an age of unreliable contra-
ception. ‘Child hunger’ in its myriad forms is perhaps the starkest expression
of these ultimate purposes and sets an evolutionary agenda. If accepted as
such, it questions why anyone should engage in exclusive sexual practices
that do not result in children. Homosexuality is not the only form of ‘sterile
sexuality’ and clearly seen in some churches’ equal opposition to ‘the life
denying consequences of contraception’.

So childlessness has long been a puzzle for those who feel that evolution
(synthetic Darwinism) is the most fundamental theorem of scientific
psychology and as such should explain all human behaviour. Evolutionary
psychologists come in two types. Those who take the weaker view see only
some behaviours having evolutionary rationales, be these social or biological
in origin, and they can tolerate human ambiguity easily. For these theorists
sexual behaviour is unproblematic. Some people choose to have children,
others do not. Others see the hand of natural selection at work in all human
behaviour and are puzzled by seeming paradoxes of behaviour and 
get exercised trying to explain how they might be resolved. Fortunately, 
or unfortunately, since Darwin, evolutionary theorists of the harder 
stripe have been inadvertently driving the debate by continuing to ask 
what purposes non-reproductive sexuality serves in the grand scheme of
things.

Male homosexual orientation is particularly problematic as it is a behav-
iour that is clearly a reproductive liability (Weinrich 1978) and as sexual
behaviour usually provides the most obvious examples of evolution at work
in human affairs (Buss 1998). Given that homosexuals have markedly less
children than straight men, we are left with the question, why are gays still
with us if their orientation is a less effective evolutionary strategy than
heterosexuality (Ruse 1988). Why hasn’t their behaviour been extinguished
over the long years of human evolution? Obviously, evolutionary answers
may either be social or genetic. However, as proband studies over the years
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have consistently shown a strong familiality, and biological research has
thrown up an increasing range of evidence for a biological basis, so a selective
scenario that explains the paradox of male homosexuality is long overdue.

To take the genetic case, evolutionary theorists have proposed a range of
selective scenarios which, in aggregate, suggest that a supposed male homo-
sexual gene (or genes) survives because it confers a reproductive advantage
to heterosexuals which keeps the gay gene in balance against its reproductive
liability. That is, heterosexuals who carry a gay gene are more fecund and
carry this gene forward to future generations. This speculation is fuelled by
familial studies that show a high concordance for homosexuality within the
families of gay men. Yet a higher than expected concordance is a long way
from unequivocally determining a genetic substrate to homosexuality. So
our � rst paper, ‘Is male homosexuality maternally linked?’ by Jim McKnight
and Jim Malcolm from the University of Western Sydney, explores the
behavioural genetics of homosexuality and raises questions about the 1993
announcement by Dean Hamer and his associates at the National Institutes
of Mental Health of markers for a gay gene located on the X chromosome.
While Hamer’s putative gay gene is now widely questioned and the
adequacy of his research doubted, Hamer’s research also pushed forward the
boundaries of familial studies locating a higher concordance for gay male
relatives in the maternal line of homosexual men. McKnight and Malcolm’s
research suggests that Hamer may well have mistaken a fecundity effect for
a maternal line effect and they report the � rst results from their major study
supported by the Australian Research Council.

Part of the international effort to provide a sound basis to the often fanci-
ful speculation on the origins of homosexuality is a major ‘nose counting’
project occurring across three continents. Building on the pioneering work
of Michael Bailey, an Australian team has been using an of� cial National
Health and Medical Research Council twin registry to assess the familiality
of male sexual orientation. While there have been several such studies
reported since 1952, on the whole these have been plagued by method-
ological and sampling inadequacies. In recent years much of this work has
returned to the basics and concentrated on addressing these perceived
limitations while expanding the reach of familial research. In this issue,
aspects of this ongoing international collaboration are reported by Kath 
Kirk of the Queensland Institute of Medical Research at the University 
of Queensland, and her colleagues Bailey and Martin at Northwestern
University, Illinois. This careful study reports a consistent concordance
effect for same-sex twins where one twin is homosexual, and probably more
importantly it addresses several hitherto unaddressed problems such as
volunteer bias.

It is rarely mentioned that biologically based behaviour need not be
genetic in nature. It may well be the result of situational factors in utero, or
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subsequently, and there has been much research and many causative theories
proposed searching for hormonal and physiological differences between gay
and straight men. The second paper in this special edition, ‘Biological
in� uences on homosexuality: current �ndings and future directions’, is by
Joel Alexander, Director of the Western Oregon University Neurocognitive
Laboratory, who reviews the history of structural and functional research
with a particular emphasis on his electroencephalographic patterns in gay
men and related magnetoencephalographic studies by Martin Reite and
others. Alexander has a privileged position to review the structural and
functional literature and evaluate where a near century of looking for reliable
biological differences has left us. In sum, there seems a considerable weight
of evidence that the brains of gay men are subtly different from those of their
straight peers although we are still unsure whether these signs are causes 
or effects. Alexander suggests that when one reviews all the research thus 
far, it seems probable that a majority of observable structural differences
are the result of hormonal in� uences deriving in part from environmental
and genetic sources, yet also in small part due to social in� uences – including
behaviour. It also seems likely that while brain function obviously depends
upon brain structure, it can also recursively in� uence and selectively activate
differing structural areas thus in� uencing future brain structures. Alexander
concludes that sexual and sexual-orientation differences operate on unique
continua and by classifying these groups into males and females, hetero-
sexual and homosexual, we are artificially restricting and reducing the
natural variations within each group. 

Alexander sees a small role for social in� uences in the genesis of some
structural differences but not all would agree about how small these
in� uences are. Michael Ross from the University of Texas has for some years
been researching the spread of AIDS and other sexually transmitted diseases
across the Indian subcontinent. His paper, ‘The modernist fallacy in
homosexual selection theories: homosexual adaptation and homosocial
exaptation in South Asian society’ (co-written by Alan Wells), acknowledges
a biological component to sexual orientation but argues that the debate
about essentialism versus socially constructed identity is probably an
incorrect modernist interpretation of a behaviour with a long history. Ross
and Wells use their broad knowledge of 3,000 years of Indian history to
review the social forces that have shaped contemporary homosexual expres-
sion. They argue that societies that more closely represent the conditions of
social development occurring over the past few million years may better
inform our understanding of sexual selection strategies. The evidence from
historical India suggests that homoerotic behaviour may be an exaptation
of homosocial bonding related to development of higher levels of sexual
arousal and plasticity. Ross and Wells conclude that incorporating anthropo-
logical perspectives into genetic theorizing may offer one way of integrating
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essentialist and constructionist social perspectives on the development of
sexual behaviours. 

While all three papers acknowledge the role of biological forces shaping
sexuality, not all would agree and behavioural bisexuality has often been
used as evidence that human sexual expression is essentially plastic and that
homosexuality is nothing more than simple preference. The argument 
goes that bisexual ‘swinging’ most clearly demonstrates the sheer diversity
of human sexual expression and its lack of fixity, or of imprinting on
‘appropriate’ sexual targets. That many behavioural bisexuals have a history
of diverse sexual experience is taken as proof positive of the social con-
struction of this behaviour. Jim Malcolm in our � nal paper, ‘Sexual identity
development in behaviourally bisexual married men: implications for
essentialist theories of sexual orientation’, disagrees. In summarizing the
results of a seven-year study of behavioural bisexuality in married men, he
argues that the apparent variability obscures both a distinct set of subtypes
and a developmental process of identity transition. His paper acknowledges
that some men have a wide sexual appetite and do not restrict their partners,
but he traces the developmental trajectories of most bisexuals and concludes
that the apparent variability is symptomatic of the approach–avoidance
hesitancies of identity formation. Malcolm observes that for some sub-
groups, these processes appeared understandable only by recourse to an
essentialist view of sexual orientation. 

J.B.S. Haldane once remarked at a widely reported conference after-
dinner speech in the 1950s that ‘at this stage of genetics research we know
virtually everything about fruit � ies and virtually nothing about our own
species’ genetics’. We now know much more about our code but still
precious little about how it works. Such questions abound in homosexuality
research. We have little understanding of possible genetic mechanisms with
Hamer’s linkage to the maternal chromosome in some doubt. In the absence
of a genetic site, we have little choice but to return to speculations about
the ultimate causes of male homosexuality – and in Kirk et al.’s words – with
the ‘vexed evolutionary question of how genetic variance for a trait, which
must be under intense selective pressure, can exist to such an apparently 
large extent’. And note: we have not even dared suggest in this issue 
that lesbianism is quite a different and unrelated phenomenon to male
homosexuality.

So as Alexander observes nearly � fty years after Haldane’s remark, we 
are only at the beginning of exploring our sexuality scienti� cally and there
are many open questions which we have not even yet begun to consider
seriously. Evolutionary theorists face the problem raised by Daniel Vining
in 1986 and not taken seriously enough yet – how do we explain reduced
reproduction among those most able to have large families, as reproductive
success is the sine qua non of evolutionary theorizing? Those of a social
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constructivist bent must take seriously Murphy’s challenge and realize that
the history of psychology is the study of ‘normal’ or ‘average’ humanity and
seriously question whether ‘hormonal studies of dedicated scientists’ would
tell us more than we already know. The complexity of these issues should,
as Joel Alexander observes, ‘be attractive to researchers, given that resolution
is not yet at hand and will be of signi� cant public interest as each piece of
the puzzle is placed into position. The fun also lies in the complexity, the
challenge, and even in the controversy arising from investigating socially
sensitive areas.
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